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Abstract

We consider high frequency waves satisfying the scalar wave equation with highly oscillatory
initial data. The wave speed as well as the phase and amplitude of the initial data are assumed
to be uncertain, described by a finite number of random variables with known probability distri-
butions. We define quantities of interest (QoIs), or observables, as local averages of the squared
modulus of the wave solution. We aim to quantify the regularity of these QoIs in terms of the
input random parameters, and the wave length, i.e. to estimate the size of their derivatives.
The regularity is important for uncertainty quantification methods based on interpolation in the
stochastic space. In particular, the size of the derivatives should be bounded independently of the
wave length. In this paper we are able to show that when these QoIs are approximated by Gaus-
sian beam superpositions, they indeed have this property, despite the highly oscillatory character
of the waves.

1 Introduction

Many physical phenomena can be described by propagation of high frequency waves. Such problems
arise for example in optics, acoustics, geophysics or oceanography. By high frequency it is understood
that the wavelength is very short compared to the distance traveled by the wave. Uncertainty may
often be introduced through one or multiple sources: either the model parameters are incomplete or
it is due to the intrinsic variability of the problem. An example of such uncertain high frequency
wave propagation is an earthquake where seismic waves with uncertain epicenter travel through the
layers of the Earth with uncertain soil characteristics.
As a simplified model of the wave propagation, we consider the scalar wave equation

uεtt(t,x,y)− c(x,y)2 ∆uε(t,x,y) = 0, in [0, T ]× Rn × Γ, (1a)
uε(0,x,y) = B0(x,y) ei ϕ0(x,y)/ε, in Rn × Γ, (1b)

uεt (0,x,y) = 1
ε
B1(x,y) ei ϕ0(x,y)/ε, in Rn × Γ, (1c)

with highly oscillatory initial data represented by the wavelength ε, which is assumed to be much
smaller than both the typical scale of variations in the wave speed and the wave propagation distance.
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Such initial data generate high frequency waves propagating in low frequency media. By t ∈ [0, T ]
we denote the time and by x = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ Rn the spatial variable. The uncertainty in the model
is described by the random variables y = (y1, . . . , yN ) ∈ Γ ⊂ RN where N is a positive integer. Their
joint probability density is assumed to be bounded. Two sources of uncertainty are considered: the
local speed, c = c(x,y), and the initial data, B0 = B0(x,y), B1 = B1(x,y), ϕ0 = ϕ0(x,y). The
solution is therefore also a function of the random parameter, uε = uε(t,x,y). The initial data and
the local speed are all assumed to be smooth functions.
In this work, we are interested in observables, or quantities of interest (QoI) defined as functionals of
the solution uε to (1) for each y ∈ Γ. These observables often carry important physical information.
They are functions of the random variable y and we want to determine their statistical moments,
for example the expected value and the variance. This means that we first need to solve (1), then
evaluate the functional and finally integrate in y over Γ, which typically is in a high dimensional
space.
Hence, when computing the statistical moments, we are facing two problems: high frequencies and
high dimensional integrals. Firstly, modeling of a high frequency problem by direct methods is not
feasible. The accuracy of direct methods is determined by the number of points per wavelength.
For a given accuracy, the wave resolution cost grows rapidly when shrinking the wavelength. As a
consequence, direct numerical methods become very expensive at high frequencies. Secondly, the
dimension of the random space is typically large which results in a fast growth of the number of
mesh points in standard numerical integration schemes. This phenomenon is referred to as the curse
of dimensionality.
In [17], we proposed a method for computing the statistics of quantities of interest that deals effi-
ciently with both difficulties. It consists of two techniques: the Gaussian beam superposition method
for treating the high frequencies and the sparse stochastic collocation for treating the uncertainty.
The Gaussian beam method is an asymptotic technique largely based on the geometrical optics ap-
proach. It has been extensively studied in [4, 23, 29, 16]. The sparse grid collocation method has
been used in forward propagation of uncertainty in many PDE models, see [16, 25]. The two methods
separately are in use, but their combination offers a new powerful tool.
In order for the sparse stochastic collocation to converge fast, high stochastic regularity of the QoI is
crucial. That is, the derivatives of the QoI with respect to y should exist and be small. In the high
frequency setting, the QoI will depend on the wavelength ε and it is important that the derivatives
are bounded independently of ε. In particular, the QoI should not oscillate with period ε. The
objective of this paper is to show such bounds for a certain observable.
Natural choices of QoI include the solution itself in a fixed point (T,x0),

uε(T,x0,y),

or more generally the weighted mean value of the solution,∫
Rn
uε(T,x,y)ψ(x)dx, ψ ∈ C∞c (Rn).

In our case, however, neither of these QoIs is interesting due to the high frequency nature of uε. In
the first case, the point-wise QoI is itself highly oscillatory in y and its derivatives cannot be bounded
by constants that are independent of ε. In the second case, the mean value tends to zero as ε → 0
due to the stationary phase lemma [9], and little new information is given by the QoI.
Quadratic quantities present another choice of observables. In this paper we will consider:

Qε(y) =
∫
Rn
|uε(T,x,y)|2 ψ(x) dx, (2)
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where ψ is again a given real-valued compactly supported smooth function referred to as the QoI test
function. QoI (2) has an important physical motivation. Since the square of the wave amplitude |uε|2
represents energy density, the weighted integration of the wave amplitude represents the weighted
average strength of the wave inside the support of ψ. For example, if the solution uε describes the
acoustic pressure, Qε represents the local acoustic potential energy.
It was conjectured in [17] that the QoI (2) computed by the Gaussian beam method, QεGB, has high
stochastic regularity, more precisely, that

sup
y∈Γ

∣∣∣∂σyQεGB(y)
∣∣∣ ≤ Cσ, ∀σ ∈ NN0 . (3)

The result (3) may seem counterintuitive as the solution itself oscillates with ε. However, for-
mal theoretical arguments and numerical examples presented in [17] showed that QεGB is indeed
non-oscillatory. As a consequence the convergence of the sparse stochastic collocation method was
exponential, contrasting the rather slow convergence for Monte Carlo simulations.
The main result of this work is Theorem 1 in Section 5, where (3) is proved. This shows the suitability
of the sparse grid collocation method for computation of the statistics of the QoI. The proof is based
on techniques presented in [16]. We stress that (3) is shown for the approximate solution. Whether it
holds also for the exact solution with matching initial data is an open question. A simple argument
based on the accuracy of the Gaussian beam solution gives that at least |QεGB − Qε| = O(εk/2−1),
for kth order beams; see Remark 4.1. Hence, for sufficiently high order beams QεGB is close to Qε.
Based on numerical experiments we conjecture that it is in fact close for all beam orders.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we introduce precise assumptions. In Section 3, we
present the sparse collocation technique and a numerical example. Section 4 contains the Gaussian
beam approximation description and properties. In Section 5 we prove the main result on stochastic
regularity of the QoI.

2 Preliminaries and assumptions

In this section, we introduce notation used in the paper and formulate precise assumptions for the
high frequency wave propagation problem (1) with stochastic parameters. We write |x| for the
Euclidean norm of a vector x ∈ Rn. For a multi-index α = (α1, . . . , αn) ∈ Nn0 , we however use the
standard convention that |α| = α1 + · · ·+ αn. We frequently use the simple estimate,

|xα| ≤ |x||α|, x ∈ Rn, α ∈ Nn0 .

For a function f : Rn 7→ R we let ∇f(x) denote its gradient, ∆f(x) represents the Laplacian of f
with respect to the spatial variable x, and D2f(x) its Hessian. Partial derivatives of order α are
written as ∂αx f(x), where

∂αx f := ∂|α|f

∂xα1
1 . . . ∂xαnn

, x = (x1, . . . , xn)>.

For a vector-valued function f : Rn 7→ Rn we denote the Jacobian matrix by Df(x). Finally, we let
a∗ denote the complex conjugate of a complex number a.

We make the following precise assumptions:

(A1) Strictly positive, smooth and bounded speed of propagation,

c ∈ C∞(Rn × Γ), 0 < cmin ≤ c(x,y) ≤ cmax <∞, ∀x ∈ Rn, ∀y ∈ Γ.
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(A2) Smooth and (uniformly) compactly supported initial amplitudes,

B` ∈ C∞(Rn × Γ), suppB`( · ,y) ⊂ K0, ` = 0, 1, ∀y ∈ Γ,

where K0 ⊂ Rn is a compact set.

(A3) Smooth initial phase with non-zero gradient,

ϕ0 ∈ C∞(Rn × Γ), |∇ϕ0(x,y)| > 0, ∀x ∈ Rn, ∀y ∈ Γ.

(A4) Compact support in random space: the set Γ is the closure of a bounded open set.

(A5) High frequency,
0 < ε ≤ 1.

(A6) Smooth and compactly supported QoI test function,

ψ ∈ C∞c (Rn).

3 Forward propagation of uncertainty

There are in general two types of numerical methods for propagating uncertainty in PDE models
subject to stochastic uncertainty: 1) intrusive methods; and 2) non-intrusive methods. Intrusive
methods, such as stochastic Galerkin [33, 2], are based on a weak formulation of the problem and are
combined with direct simulations such as the finite element method. Consequently, their application
to high frequency waves is not feasible, since direct solvers require a large number of elements to
resolve the wave’s high oscillations. On the contrary, non-intrusive methods, such as Monte Carlo [6]
and stochastic collocation [32, 1, 20], are sample-based approaches and rely on a set of deterministic
models corresponding to a set of realizations. Consequently, asymptotic techniques for approximating
deterministic high frequency waves [5, 27, 22], such as Gaussian beam superposition (presented in
Section 4), can be employed within the framework of a non-intrusive method.
In this section, we discuss and motivate the applicability and efficiency of two popular non-intrusive
methods, Monte Carlo and stochastic collocation, for approximating the statistics of the QoI in (2).

3.1 Non-intrusive numerical methods

Two popular non-intrusive methods, combined with Gaussian beam superposition, have been pro-
posed in the high frequency wave community: a Monte Carlo method [31] and a sparse stochastic
collocation method [17]. In both methods, the solution to problem (1) is approximated in space and
time by the Gaussian beam superposition (see Section 4). This gives the Gaussian beam QoI QεGB(y)
in (13), which is evaluated at some set of points {y(m)}ηm=1. The two methods differ in treating the
Gaussian beam QoI in the stochastic space, including the selection of the set of points {y(m)}ηm=1.
Here, we briefly review and compare the convergence rates of the two methods.

Monte Carlo. The Monte Carlo method approximates the statistical moments of a stochastic quan-
tity by sample averages. For instance, let {y(m)}ηm=1 ∈ Γ be a set of η independent and identically
distributed samples of the random vector y. Then, the Monte Carlo estimator [31] computes the
first moment of the quantity Qε by sample averages of the Gaussian beam QoI:

E[Qε] ≈ E[QεGB] ≈ 1
η

η∑
m=1
QεGB(y(m)),
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where QεGB(y(m)) is the Gaussian beam QoI (13) evaluated at y(m).
Sparse stochastic collocation. Stochastic collocation is another non-intrusive technique, which
exploits the stochastic regularity of the QoI, if available, to obtain a much faster, possibly spectral
convergence. In stochastic collocation, QεGB(y) in (13), is collocated in the points {y(m)}ηm=1 ∈ Γ,
giving the η Gaussian beam quantities {QεGB(y(m))}ηm=1. Then, a global polynomial approximation,
QεGB,η, is built upon those evaluations,

QεGB,η(y) =
η∑

m=1
QεGB(y(m))Lm(y), (4)

for suitable multivariate polynomials, {Lm(y)}ηm=1, such as Lagrange interpolating polynomials. It
is important to note that the statistical moments of the quantity Qε can directly be computed
without forming the polynomial approximation QεGB,η(y) in (4). For instance, the first moment of
the quantity Qε is computed by

E[Qε] ≈ E[QεGB] ≈
η∑

m=1
θmQεGB(y(m)), θm =

∫
Γ
Lm(y) ρ(y) dy. (5)

The choice of the set of collocation points, {y(m)}ηm=1, i.e., the type of computational grid in the
N -dimensional stochastic space, is crucial in the computational complexity of stochastic collocation.
A full tensor grid, based on the Cartesian product of mono-dimensional grids, can only be used when
the dimension of the stochastic space, N , is small, since the computational cost grows exponentially
fast with N (the curse of dimensionality). In this case, the grid consists of η = (p+ 1)N collocation
points, where p is the polynomial degree in each direction. Alternatively, sparse grids, such as total
degree and hyperbolic cross grids can reduce the curse of dimensionality. In both full tensor and
sparse grids, typical choices of grid points to be used include Gauss abscissas [30], Clenshaw-Curtis
abscissas [30], and Leja abscissas [24]. The statistical moments of the QoI can then be computed
using Gauss or Clenshaw-Curtis quadrature formulas applied to (4). See [17] for more details.

3.2 Convergence of numerical methods

By the Central Limit Theorem [6], if the variance of QεGB is bounded, then the convergence rate
of Monte Carlo estimator is O(η−1/2). Therefore, while being very flexible and easy to implement,
Monte Carlo sampling features a very slow convergence rate. Multilevel Monte Carlo [7, 19], multi-
index Monte Carlo [8], and quasi Monte Carlo methods [11] have been proposed to accelerate the
convergence of Monte Carlo sampling. It is to be noted that these recent techniques have not been
applied to high frequency wave propagation problems.
The rate of convergence of stochastic collocation for approximating a stochastic function v(y) depends
on the regularity of the function in stochastic space, i.e., the regularity of the mapping v : Γ → R.
Fast convergence with respect to the number of collocation points is attained in the presence of
high stochastic regularity. For instance, for a stochastic function v(y) with s ≥ 1 bounded mixed
derivatives, ∂sy1 ∂

s
y2 . . . ∂

s
yN
v ∈ L∞(Γ), the error in stochastic collocation on sparse Smolyak grids

based on Gauss-Legendre abcissas satisfies (see Theorem 5 in [20])

||v − vη||L2
ρ(Γ) ≤ C

(
1 + log2

η

N

)2N
η
−s loge 2

ξ+loge N , ξ = 1 + (loge 2)(1 + log2 1.5) ≈ 2.1,

where ‖ · ‖L2
ρ(Γ) is the weighted L2-norm with bounded weight function ρ and

C = Cs,N ||ρ||1/2∞ max
n=1,...,N

max
0≤k1,...,kn≤s

||∂k1
y1 . . . ∂

kn
yn v||L2(Γ).
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Here, the constant C depends on s,N, ρ, and the function v, but not on η. Therefore, the larger
s, or equivalently the higher the regularity of v, the faster the convergence rate in η. In particular,
when the stochastic function has infinitely many bounded mixed derivatives, the convergence rate is
close to spectral. See also [20, 21, 3].
In the case of high frequency waves with a highly oscillatory wave solution, the constant C depends
in general also on the wavelength ε. To maintain fast convergence, it is therefore crucial that C
remains bounded as ε → 0. Since C depends on the size of the y-derivatives of v on Γ, we need
uniform bounds for the y-derivatives of QεGB(y) independent of ε to obtain fast convergence for all
ε. We emphasize that since the Gaussian beam quantity QεGB(y) is used in the stochastic collocation
approximation (4)-(5), it is the stochastic regularity of the Gaussian beam quantity QεGB(y) that
determines the convergence rate, not the regularity of the analytical quantity Qε(y).

3.3 Example

Let us present a numerical example to illustrate the discussion in Section 3.2. We introduce two 2D
pulses, nearly disjoint in the beginning and moving towards each other. At a finite time, they start
to overlap which leads to oscillations of order ε in the magnitude of the solution. We consider three
uniformly distributed independent random variables y = (y1, y2, y3) characterizing a random speed,
c = c(y) = y1, and a random initial position of the second pulse, s2 = s2(y) = (y2, y3). We use the
smooth test function

ψ(x) =

 e
− |x|2

1/4−|x|2 , |x| < 1/2.
0, otherwise.

The initial data in (1) read

ϕ0(x) = |x1|, B0(x,y) = e−5|x−s1|2 + e−5|x−s2(y)|2 ,

where s1 = (−1, 0). We consider the random variables to span

y1 ∼ U(0.8, 1), y2 ∼ U(1, 1.5), y3 ∼ U(0, 0.5).

The amplitude B1 is chosen such that the pulses move towards each other, without producing any
backward propagating waves. The first order Gaussian beam method from Section 4 has been utilized
to compute the solution uε. Figure 1 shows the absolute value of uε with y = (0.8, 1, 0.5) and
wavelength ε = 1/40 at various times. At time T = 1, the pulses reach the central circle indicating
the support of the QoI test function with oscillations emerging in the overlap area.
In Figure 2, we plot the quantity of interest (13) and its first and second derivatives along the line
y(r) = (0.8 + 0.2r, 1 + 0.5r, 0.5r), r ∈ [0, 1] at time T = 1. We note that the solution uε oscillates
with ε, however, this is not the case for the QoI and its derivatives. This suggests bounds of the
type (3).
Figure 3 shows the relative error of the approximate expected value of the Gaussian beam QoI

e(η) :=

∣∣∣E[QεGB,ηref
]− E[QεGB,η]

∣∣∣∣∣∣E[QεGB,ηref
]
∣∣∣ ,

versus the number of collocation points η for various wavelengths. The Gaussian beam quantity is
computed by (4) on the sparse Smolyak grid at time T = 1. To obtain a reference solution, we
use ηref = 30465 collocation points. The figure also compares convergence of the Monte Carlo and
the stochastic collocation methods. A simple linear regression through the Monte Carlo data points
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(a) T = 0 (b) T = 0.25 (c) T = 0.5

(d) T = 0.75 (e) T = 1

Figure 1: Time evolution of |uε(T,x,y)| with wavelength ε = 1/40 and y = (0.8, 1, 0.5) in the
example in Section 3.3. The central circle indicates the support of the QoI test function.
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Figure 2: QoI QεGB and its first and second derivatives along the line y(r) = (0.8+0.2r, 1+0.5r, 0.5r)
where r ∈ [0, 1], for wavelengths ε = [1/40, 1/80, 1/160].
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Figure 3: Relative error e(η) at time T = 1 versus the number of collocation points η (or the number
of samples in the case of Monte Carlo sampling), for various wavelengths.

shows that the rate of convergence of Monte Carlo is approximately 0.46. We observe a fast spectral
convergence of the stochastic collocation error due to the high stochastic regularity of the Gaussian
beam QoI. Moreover, the decay rate does not deteriorate as ε decreases.

4 Gaussian beams

In this section, we briefly describe the Gaussian beam approximation. We restrict the description to
the points that are relevant for the analysis in Section 5. For a more detailed account with a general
derivation for hyperbolic equations, dispersive wave equations and Helmholtz equation, we refer to
[26, 28, 16, 13, 12, 14].
Individual Gaussian beams are asymptotic solutions to the wave equation that concentrate around
a central ray in space-time. We denote the k-th order Gaussian beam and the central ray starting
at z ∈ K0 by vk(t,y; z) and q(t,y; z) respectively. The beam has the following form,

vk(t,x,y; z) = Ak(t,x− q(t,y; z),y; z)eiΦk(t,x−q(t,y;z),y;z)/ε, (6)

where

Φk(t,x,y; z) = φ0(t,y; z) + x · p(t,y; z) + 1
2 x ·M(t,y; z)x +

k+1∑
|β|=3

1
β!φβ(t,y; z)xβ,

is the k-th order phase function and

Ak(t,x,y; z) =
d k2 e−1∑
j=0

εj āj,k(t,x,y; z), (7)
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is the k-th order amplitude function, with

āj,k(t,x,y; z) =
k−2j−1∑
|β|=0

1
β!aj,β(t,y; z)xβ . (8)

Single beams are summed together to form the k-th order Gaussian beam superposition solution
uk(t,x,y),

uk(t,x,y) =
( 1

2πε

)n
2
∫
K0
vk(t,x,y; z)%η(x− q(t,y; z))dz, (9)

where the integration in z is over the support of the initial data K0 ⊂ Rn. Since the wave equation
is linear, the superposition of beams is still an asymptotic solution. The function %η ∈ C∞(Rn) is a
real-valued cutoff function with radius 0 < η ≤ ∞ satisfying,

%η(x) ≥ 0 and %η(x) =


1 for |x| ≤ η,
0 for |x| ≥ 2η, for 0 < η <∞,
1, for η =∞.

(10)

As shown below in (P4), if η > 0 is sufficiently small, it is ensured that Im Φk > 0 on the support
of %η and the Gaussian beam superposition is well-behaved. For first order beams, k = 1, the cutoff
function is not needed and we can take η =∞.
Since the wave equation (1) is a second order equation, two modes and two Gaussian beam su-
perpositions are needed, one for forward and one for backward propagating waves. We denote the
corresponding coefficients by + and −, respectively, and write the solution

ũk(t,x,y) =
( 1

2πε

)n
2
∫
K0

[
v+
k (t,x,y; z)%η(x− q+(t,y; z))

+v−k (t,x,y; z)%η(x− q−(t,y; z))
]
dz,

where v±k are built from the central rays q±(t,y; z) and coefficients φ±0 , p±, M±, φ±β , a
±
j,β.

The central rays q±(t,y; z) and all the coefficients of the two modes φ±0 , p±, M±, φ±β and a±j,β satisfy
ODEs in t. The dependence on z is only via the initial data. The leading order ODEs are

∂tq± = ±c(q±) p±

|p±| , (11a)

∂tp± = ∓∇c(q±)|p±|, (11b)
∂tφ
±
0 = 0, (11c)

∂tM
± = ∓(E +BTM± +M±B +M±CM±), (11d)

∂ta
±
0 = ± 1

2|p±|

(
p± · ∇c(q±) + c(q±) p± ·Mp±

|p±|2 − c(q±) Tr(M±)
)
a±0 , (11e)

with
E = |p±|D2c(q±), B = p± ⊗∇c(q±)

|p±| , C = c(q±)
|p±| Idn×n −

c(q±)
|p±|3 p± ⊗ p±.

There are similar linear ODEs for higher order coefficients φ±β and a±j,β; see e.g. [26, 28].
Each Gaussian beam v±k (t,x,y; z) requires initial values for the central ray and all of the amplitude
and phase Taylor coefficients. The appropriate choice of these initial values will make ũk(0,x,y)
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asymptotically converge to the initial conditions in (1). As shown in [16], initial data for the central
ray and phase coefficients should be chosen as follows.

q±(0,y; z) = z, (12a)
p±(0,y; z) = ∇ϕ0(z,y), (12b)
φ±0 (0,y; z) = ϕ0(z,y), (12c)
M±(0,y; z) = D2ϕ0(z,y) + i Idn×n, (12d)
φ±β (0,y; z) = ∂βxϕ0(z,y), |β| = 3, . . . , k + 1 . (12e)

The initial data for the amplitude coefficients is more complicated and we refer the reader to [16] for
more detailed description.
In the remainder of the paper we will restrict ourselves to only one of the two modes and drop the
± subscript. This means that we only consider high frequency wave solutions that propagate in one
direction from the initial source. Note that the interaction between the two modes could potentially
introduce more oscillations in QεGB. An analysis of this will be reported elsewhere.

4.1 Gaussian beam quantity of interest

Instead of the full quantity of interest defined in (2) we here consider the corresponding quantity of
interest computed based on the Gaussian beam approximation with one mode,

QεGB(y) =
∫
Rn
|uk(T,x,y)|2 ψ(x) dx, (13)

where uk is given by (9) and vk is either v+
k or v−k , with corresponding q+ or q− respectively. Since

uk is a good approximation of uε the QoI QεGB in (13) is a good approximation to Qε; see Remark
4.1.
We get

QεGB(y) =
( 1

2πε

)n ∫
Rn

∫
K0×K0

vk(T,x,y; z)%η(x− q(T,y; z))

× v∗k(T,x,y; z′)%η(x− q(T,y; z′))ψ(x)dz dz′dx

=:
( 1

2πε

)n ∫
K0×K0

Iε(T,y; z, z′) dz dz′. (14)

Since (aeiφ)∗ = a∗e−iφ
∗ , we can write using (6),

Iε(T,y; z, z′) =∫
Rn

dk/2e−1∑
j,m=0

k−2j−1∑
|α|=0

k−2m−1∑
|β|=0

εj+mgj,m,α,β(T,x,y; z, z′) (x− q(T,y; z))α

× (x− q(T,y; z′))β ei[Φk(T,x−q(T,y;z),y;z)−Φ∗k(T,x−q(T,y;z′),y;z′)]/ε dx,

where gj,m,α,β is given by

gj,m,α,β = 1
α!β! aj,α(T,y; z) a∗m,β(T,y; z′) %η(x− q(T,y; z)) %η(x− q(T,y; z′)) ψ(x).

To simplify the expressions, we introduce the symmetrizing variables

q̄ = q̄(T,y; z, z′) = q(T,y; z) + q(T,y; z′)
2 ,
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∆q = ∆q(T,y; z, z′) = q(T,y; z)− q(T,y; z′)
2 , (15)

and write

Iε(T,y; z, z′) = (16)∫
Rn

dk/2e−1∑
j,m=0

k−2j−1∑
|α|=0

k−2m−1∑
|β|=0

εj+mḡj,m,α,β (x−∆q)α(x + ∆q)βeiΨ/ε dx,

where
Ψ(T,x,y; z, z′) = Φk(T,x−∆q,y; z)− Φ∗k(T,x + ∆q,y; z′) (17)

is the symmetrized phase and

ḡj,m,α,β(T,x,y; z, z′) =
1
α!β! aj,α(T,y; z) a∗m,β(T,y; z′) %η(x−∆q) %η(x + ∆q) ψ(x + q̄). (18)

Remark 4.1. In [16] it was proved that under the given smoothness conditions and for a small
enough cutoff radius η,

sup
0≤t≤T

||uε(t, ·)− uk(t, ·)||H1 ≤ C(T )εk/2−1,

if initial data is sufficiently well approximated by the beams. This immediately gives the same estimate
for QεGB when ψ ≥ 0. Indeed, for a fixed y,

|Qε(y)−QεGB(y)| =
∫ ∣∣∣|uε(T,x,y)|2 − |uk(T,x,y)|2

∣∣∣ψ(x)dx

≤
∫
|uε(T,x,y)− uk(T,x,y)| · (|uε(T,x,y)|+ |uk(T,x,y)|)ψ(x)dx

≤ ||uε(T, · ,y)− uk(T, · ,y)||L2

(√
Qε(y) +

√
QεGB(y)

)
≤ C(T,y) εk/2−1

(
2
√

1 +QεGB(y) + |Qε(y)−QεGB(y)|
)
.

For small enough ε and k ≥ 3 we can move the second term over to the left hand side and get the
estimate,

|Qε(y)−QεGB(y)| ≤ C̃(T,y)εk/2−1
√

1 +QεGB(y).

Below we show that QεGB is bounded independently of ε, and the estimate therefore implies that
QεGB(y) is close to Qε(y) for small ε, at least if we use beams of third order or higher. We do
not believe this estimate is sharp, however. In particular, in computations we see a small difference
already with first order beams.

4.2 Gaussian beam phase properties

In this section we present some consequences of assumptions (A1)–(A4) for the Gaussian beam
coefficient functions, the whole phase Φk and the symmetrized phase Ψ. The properties are of great
importance in the subsequent estimates in Section 5. They also show the significance of the cutoff
function introduced in Section 4, and indicate how the width η should be chosen. Following (P4)
below we make the definition:
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Definition 1. The cutoff width η used for the Gaussian beam approximation is called admissible for
Φk if it is small enough in the sense of property (P4) in Proposition 1.

Throughout this paper, we will consider the cutoff function %η in the Gaussian beam approximation
(9) to be chosen such that η is admissible in the sense of Definition 1.
Because of the cutoff-function, the terms gj,m,α,β in (18) are zero unless |x−∆q| and |x + ∆q| are
both small enough. We introduce the subsets Ωµ ⊂ Rn, parameterized by µ, to describe this

Ωµ = Ωµ(t,y; z, z′) = {x ∈ Rn : |x + ∆q| ≤ 2µ and |x−∆q| ≤ 2µ} .

We note that since |x|2 ≤ |x|2 + |∆q|2 = |x + ∆q|2/2 + |x−∆q|2/2, we have the inclusion

Ωµ ⊂ B2µ, Bµ := {x ∈ Rn : |x| ≤ µ} . (19)

The components of the Gaussian beam approximation then have the following properties.

Proposition 1. Under assumptions (A1)–(A4),

(P1) φ0, p, q, M , φβ, aj,β ∈ C∞(R× Γ× Rn) and

supp aj,β(t,y; · ) ⊂ K0, ∀t ∈ R, y ∈ Γ. (20)

(P2) Φk ∈ C∞(R× Rn × Γ× Rn),

(P3) For each T > 0, there is a constant C > 0 such that

|p(t,y; z)− p(t,y; z′)|+ |q(t,y; z)− q(t,y; z′)| ≥ C|z− z′| ,

for all t ∈ [0, T ], z, z′ ∈ K0 and y ∈ Γ.

(P4) For each T > 0 and beam order k, there is a Gaussian beam cutoff width η > 0 and constant
δ > 0, such that for all x ∈ B2η,

ImΦk(t,x,y; z) ≥ 1
2δ|x|

2 , ∀t ∈ [0, T ], y ∈ Γ, z ∈ K0, (21)

Moreover, for the symmetrized phase, when x ∈ Ωη,

ImΨ(t,x,y; z, z′) ≥ 1
2δ
[
|x + ∆q|2 + |x−∆q|2

]
= δ|x|2 + δ|∆q|2, (22)

for all t ∈ [0, T ], y ∈ Γ and z, z′ ∈ K0. When k = 1 the width η can be any positive value and
(21, 22) hold for all x ∈ Rn.

(P5) The following statement holds for all t ∈ R, y ∈ Γ and z ∈ Rn,

∇zφ0(y; z) = Dzq(t,y; z)Tp(t,y; z).

(P6) Let z, z′ ∈ K0 be such that |q(t,y; z) − q(t,y; z′)| ≤ θ|z − z′| for fixed t ∈ [0, T ] and y ∈ Γ.
Then, for small enough θ and µ, there exists a constant C(θ, µ) > 0 such that

inf
x∈Ωµ

|∇xΨ(t,x,y; z, z′)| ≥ C(θ, µ)|z− z′|.

The constant is independent of z, z′, t and y.

The proof of these properties essentially follows the same steps as in the corresponding lemmas in
[15, 16]. The details are provided in [18].
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5 Stochastic regularity

I this section we prove the main result of the paper, namely that the derivative ∂σyQεGB is uniformly
bounded in y and ε. More precisely, we show the following theorem.

Theorem 1. Under assumptions (A1)-(A6), for the Gaussian beam quantity of interest (13) where
the cutoff parameter η is admissible in the sense of Definition 1, there are constants Cσ, independent
of ε, such that

sup
y∈Γ

∣∣∣∣∂σQεGB(y)
∂yσ

∣∣∣∣ ≤ Cσ, ∀σ ∈ NN0 .

In Section 5.1, we prove various prerequisite lemmas needed for the proof of Theorem 1 and introduce
notation used in the rest of the paper. Section 5.2 is devoted to rewriting the QoI and its derivatives.
In Section 5.3, several important estimates are presented. In Section 5.4, the actual proof of Theorem
1 is carried out.

5.1 Preliminaries

Let Uη denote the space

Uη = {f ∈ C∞(R× Rn × Γ× Rn × Rn) : supp f(t, · , y; z, z′) ⊂ Ωη(t,y; z, z′)}.

We also use the shorthand
V = C∞(R× Γ× Rn × Rn),

and note that if u, v ∈ Uη and w ∈ V, then both uv ∈ Uη, and uw ∈ Uη. Consequently, for ḡj,m,α,β
in (18), it holds that ḡj,m,α,β ∈ Uη due to (A6), (10) and (P1).

Remark 5.1. When k = 1 one can choose η =∞, which amounts to removing the cutoff functions
%η in (9) altogether. This is convenient in computations, but there are some technical issues with
having η = ∞ in the proofs below. We note, however, that, in any finite time interval [0, T ], the
Gaussian beam superposition (14) with no cutoff is identical to the one with a large enough cutoff,
because of the compact support of the test function ψ(x). We can therefore, without loss of generality,
assume that η <∞. Indeed, suppose supp ψ(x) ⊂ BR. Then for |x + q̄| ≤ R we have

|x±∆q| ≤ |x|+ |∆q| ≤ R+ |q̄|+ |∆q| ≤ R+ |q(t,y; z|+ |q(t,y; z′)|.

Hence, for η̄ = R+ supt∈[0,T ],y∈Γ,z∈K0 2|q(t,y; z)| we will have

ψ(x + q̄) = %η̄(x + ∆q)%η̄(x−∆q)ψ(x+ q̄), ∀t ∈ [0, T ], ∀y ∈ Γ, ∀z ∈ K0.

We first note that the Taylor expansion remainder of a smooth function belongs to V.

Lemma 1. Let f be a scalar function such that f ∈ C∞(R× Γ× Rn), then its Taylor expansion to
k-th order reads

f(t,y; z′) =
∑
|α|≤k

∂αz f(t,y; z)
α! (z− z′)α +

∑
|β|=k+1

Rβ(t,y; z, z′)(z− z′)β, (23)

where Rβ ∈ V. Similarly, for a vector valued function g ∈ C∞(R × Γ × Rn), there exists a matrix
valued function G ∈ V so that

g(t,y; z′) = g(t,y; z) +G(t,y; z, z′)(z− z′). (24)
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Proof. This follows from Taylor’s theorem by considering the integral form of the remainder terms.

We will often use the following lemma.

Lemma 2. For a matrix A ∈ V and u ∈ Rn, there exists function cβ ∈ V such that(
A(t,y; z, z′) u

)α =
∑
|β|=|α|

cβ,α(t,y; z, z′)uβ. (25)

Proof. We recall that for any vectors a,aj , j = 1, . . . n, scalar u and multiindices α,γj ,

(a1 + . . .+ an)α =
∑

γ1+...+γn=α

α!
γ1! . . .γn!a

γ1
1 . . .aγnn , (ua)α = u|α|aα.

Letting aj be the column vectors of A and uj the elements of u, we then have

(Au)α = (u1a1 + u2a2 + . . .+ unan)α

=
∑

γ1+...+γn=α

α!
γ1! . . .γn! (u1a1)γ1 . . . (unan)γn

=
∑

γ1+...+γn=α

α!
γ1! . . .γn!a

γ1
1 . . .aγnn u

|γ1|
1 . . . u|γn|n .

Hence, (Au)α will be of the form
(Au)α =

∑
|β|=|α|

cβ,αuβ,

where cβ,α ∈ V.

5.2 Derivatives of the quantity of interest

By (14), differentiating QεGB with respect to y gives

∂σyQεGB(y) =
( 1

2πε

)n ∫
K0×K0

∂σy I
ε(T,y; z, z′) dzdz′. (26)

In this section we first rewrite the integral Iε (Proposition 2) employing Lemma 3, and phase Ψ
(Lemma 4). The form of ∂σy Iε then follows from Proposition 3.

Lemma 3. There exists fµ,ν,α,β ∈ V such that

(x−∆q)α (x + ∆q)β =
∑

|µ+ν|=|α+β|
fµ,ν,α,β(t,y; z, z′)(z− z′)µxν . (27)

Proof. Let us recall the definition of ∆q in (15). From (P1), q ∈ C∞(Rn × Γ × Rn) and hence
according to (24), we conclude that

∆q(t,y; z, z′) = Q(t,y; z, z′)(z− z′),

with Q ∈ V. From (25), we then have

∆qα =
(
Q(t,y; z, z′)(z− z′)

)α =
∑
|σ|=|α|

fσ,α(t,y; z, z′)(z− z′)σ, (28)
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for some fσ,α ∈ V. By the generalized binomial theorem and (28), (x−∆q)α reads

(x−∆q)α =
∑

β+γ=α

(
α

γ

)
(−1)β ∆qβxγ =

∑
|σ+γ|=|α|

hσ,γ,α(t,y; z, z′) (z− z′)σxγ ,

where hσ,γ,α ∈ V. The terms (x + ∆q)β can be expanded in a similar manner:

(x + ∆q)β =
∑

|δ+ω|=|β|
h̃δ,ω,β(t,y; z, z′) (z− z′)δxω,

for some h̃δ,ω,α ∈ V. Then

(x−∆q)α (x + ∆q)β =
∑

|σ+γ|=|α|

∑
|δ+ω|=|β|

hσ,γ,αh̃δ,ω,β (z− z′)σ+δxγ+ω

=
∑

|µ+ν|=|α+β|
fµ,ν,α,β(z− z′)µxν ,

where fµ,ν,α,β ∈ V. This concludes the proof.

Utilizing the results of Lemma 3 we are ready to reformulate Iε in (16) in terms of x and z− z′.

Proposition 2. The quantity Iε in (16) can be rewritten as

Iε(T,y; z, z′) = (29)
2dk/2e−2∑
j=0

2(k−j−1)∑
|µ+ν|=0

εj(z− z′)µ
∫
Rn

xν gj,µ,ν(T,x,y; z, z′) eiΨ(T,x,y;z,z′)/ε dx,

with gj,µ,ν ∈ Uη.

Proof. We start by noting that the expression for Iε in (16) can be simplified to

Iε(T,y; z, z′) =
2dk/2e−2∑
j=0

2(k−j−1)∑
|α+β|=0

εj
∫
Rn
ḡj,α,β (x−∆q)α(x + ∆q)βeiΨ/ε dx,

where ḡj,α,β ∈ Uη are either sums of ḡj,m,α,β ∈ Uη in (18) or identically zero. Recalling Lemma 3,
this can be reformulated as

Iε(T,y; z, z′)

=
2dk/2e−2∑
j=0

2(k−j−1)∑
|α+β|=0

εj
∫
Rn

∑
|µ+ν|=|α+β|

ḡj,α,βfµ,ν,α,β(z− z′)µxν eiΨ/ε dx

=:
2dk/2e−2∑
j=0

2(k−j−1)∑
|µ+ν|=0

εj(z− z′)µ
∫
Rn
gj,µ,νxν eiΨ/ε dx,

where gj,µ,ν ∈ Uη. This concludes the proof.

Similarly as for Iε, let us first express the Gaussian beam phase Ψ in terms of x and z− z′.
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Lemma 4. For the k-th order Gaussian beam phase Ψ, there exist gα,β ∈ V such that

Ψ(T,x,y; z, z′) =
k+1∑

|α+β|=2
gα,β(T,y; z, z′) (z− z′)α xβ. (30)

Proof. Recall the definition of Ψ in (17). For k-th order beams, we write (dropping T )

Ψ(x,y; z, z′) = F (y; z, z′) + xT [p(y; z)− p(y; z′)]+

+ 1
2(x−∆q)TM(y; z)(x−∆q)− 1

2(x + ∆q)T M∗(y; z′)(x + ∆q)+

+
k+1∑
|γ|=3

1
γ!φγ(z)(x−∆q)γ −

k+1∑
|γ|=3

1
γ!φ

∗
γ(z′)(x + ∆q)γ , (31)

where
F (y; z, z′) = φ0(y; z)− φ0(y; z′)− 1

2(q(y; z)− q(y; z′))(p(y; z) + p(y; z′)).

We show that all the terms of Ψ in (31) are of the form (30). First, we note that for all y

F (y; z, z) = 0, ∇z′F (y; z, z) = −∇zφ0(y; z) +Dzq(T,y; z)Tp(y; z) = 0,

where the second equality follows from (P5). By (P1), F ∈ V, hence due to (23) there exists a
function gα ∈ V such that,

F (y; z, z′) =
∑
|α|=2

gα(y; z, z′)
(
z− z′

)α
.

The second term in (31) includes x,p that are both in C∞(R× Γ×Rn) by (P1) and hence (24) can
be applied:

xT (p(y; z)− p(y; z′)) = xTG(y; z, z′)(z− z′) =
∑

|α|=|β|=1
hα,β(y; z, z′) (z− z′)α xβ,

with hα,β ∈ V. Similarly,

(x−∆q)TM(y; z)(x−∆q) =
∑
|α|=2

mα(y; z, z′)(x−∆q)α

=
∑

|α+β|=2
`α,β(y; z, z′) (z− z′)α xβ,

where mα, `α,β ∈ V. Again, we used (P1) and (24). The term (x + ∆q)TM∗(y; z)(x + ∆q) can be
formulated in a similar fashion. The last two terms in (31) include the quantity (x ±∆q)γ , which
can be expanded by (27), namely

k+1∑
|γ|=3

1
γ!φγ(z)(x−∆q)γ =

k+1∑
|α+β|=3

pα,β(y; z, z′) (z− z′)α xβ,

with pα,β ∈ V. Analogously,
∑k+1
|γ|=3

1
γ!φ
∗
γ(z′)(x + ∆q)γ is of the same form.

To summarize, all the terms of (31) are indeed of the form (30). Their sums are finite hence the
union is also finite, which concludes the claim of the lemma.
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The first step in proving Theorem 1 is to express ∂σy Iε(T,y; z, z′) using the lemmas above.

Proposition 3. There exist functions bj,α,β,σ ∈ Uη such that the derivatives of Iε in (16) with respect
to y read:

∂σy I
ε(T,y; z, z′) = (32)
2dk/2e−2∑
j=−|σ|

(|σ|+2)(k−1)−2j∑
|α+β|=max(−2j,0)

εj(z− z′)α
∫
Rn

xβbj,α,β,σ(T,x,y; z, z′)eiΨ/εdx.

Proof. The proof will be carried out by mathematical induction. Let us define an index set J σ which
corresponds to the double sum in (32), namely

J σ = {(j,α,β) : −|σ| ≤ j ≤ 2(dk/2e − 1), 0 ≤ |α+ β|+ 2j ≤ (|σ|+ 2)(k − 1)},

for all σ ∈ Nn0 . First, we show that the statement (32) is valid for σ ≡ 0. Next, while assuming that
the claim holds for σ ∈ Nn0 we prove that it is valid for any σ̄ = σ + e`.

1. σ = 0: The sums in (29) are the same as the ones in (32) in this case, with bj,α,β,0 = gj,α,β.

2. σ̄ = σ + e`: We assume (32) to hold for σ ∈ Nn0 . Then

∂σ̄y I
ε(T,y; z, z′) = ∂y`

(
∂σy I

ε(T,y; z, z′)
)

=
∑

(j,α,β)∈J σ

εj(z− z′)α
∫
Rn

xβ ∂y`bj,α,β,σ(T,x,y; z, z′) eiΨ/ε dx + (33)

+
∑

(j,α,β)∈J σ

εj(z− z′)α
∫
Rn

xβ bj,α,β,σ(T,x,y; z, z′) ∂y`e
iΨ/ε dx . (34)

In (33), ∂y`bj,α,β,σ ∈ Uη and J σ ⊂ J σ̄. The derivative ∂y`eiΨ/ε in (34) can be expressed from
Lemma 4 as

∂y`e
iΨ/ε = i

ε
eiΨ/ε∂y`Ψ =

k+1∑
|γ+δ|=2

ε−1 (z− z′)γ xδ hγ,δ,e`(T,y; z, z′) eiΨ/ε,

with hγ,δ,e` = i ∂y`gγ,δ ∈ V, with gγ,δ from (30). The terms in (34) are hence of the form

εj̄(z− z′)ᾱ
∫
Rn

xβ̄ g(T,x,y; z, z′) eiΨ/εdx

with g := bj,α,β,σ hγ,δ,e` ∈ Uη and j̄ = j−1, ᾱ = α+γ, β̄ = β+δ. Note that 2 ≤ |γ+δ| ≤ k+1
and since (j,α,β) ∈ J σ,

0 ≤ |α+ β|+ 2j + |γ + δ| − 2 = |ᾱ+ β̄|+ 2j̄ ≤ (|σ|+ 3)(k − 1),

where −|σ| − 1 ≤ j̄ ≤ 2dk/2e− 2. Therefore (j̄, ᾱ, β̄) ∈ J σ̄ which concludes the induction and
proves Proposition 3.
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5.3 Estimates for derivatives of the quantity of interest

We build the proof of Theorem 1 on estimates presented in this section for the derivatives of the
quantity of interest (13). We first note that the n-dimensional Gaussian integral can be computed
as ∫

Rn
|x||α|e−a|x|2/ε dx = Cεn/2+|α|/2, (35)

where C does not depend on ε. We will use this result in several places below.

Lemma 5. Let g ∈ Uη, and η be admissible in the sense of Definition 1. Then, for any t ∈ [0, T ],
β ∈ Nn0 , there is a constant C and δ > 0, independent of t, z, z′, y and ε such that∣∣∣∣∫

Rn
xβ g(t,x,y, z, z′) eiΨ(t,x,y,z,z′)/ε dx

∣∣∣∣ ≤ C εn+|β|
2 e−δ|∆q(t,y;z,z′)|2/ε. (36)

Proof. Integral (36) reads

I :=
∣∣∣∣∫

Rn
xβ g eiΨ/ε dx

∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣
∫

Ω2η
xβ g eiΨ/ε dx

∣∣∣∣∣ .
By (P4) and since g is uniformly bounded in y by (A4), we have

I ≤
∫

Ω2η
xβ |g| e−Im Ψ/ε dx ≤ C e− δε |∆q|2

∫
Ω2η
|x||β| e− δε |x|2 dx

≤ C ε
n+|β|

2 e−
δ
ε
|∆q|2 ,

where we recalled (35) in the last inequality. We note that the constant C may depend on n and β,
but is independent of z, z′, y and ε.

Lemma 6. Let g ∈ Uη, and η be admissible in the sense of Definition 1. Suppose further that for
fixed t ∈ [0, T ] and y ∈ Γ it holds that |q(t,y; z)−q(t,y; z′)| ≤ θ|z−z′| for some θ > 0 and z, z′ ∈ K0.
Then, for any β ∈ Nn0 , K ∈ N0, and if θ is small enough, there is a constant C, independent of t, z,
z′, y and ε such that∣∣∣∣∫

Rn
xβ g(t,x,y, z, z′) eiΨ(t,x,y,z,z′)/ε dx

∣∣∣∣ ≤ C εn+|β|
2

1
1 +

∣∣z−z′√
ε

∣∣K . (37)

Proof. Take µ and θ such that they are small enough in the sense of (P6), and also µ < η. We
simplify our notation by omitting the functions’ arguments and introduce two smooth test functions
ϕ1, ϕ2 ∈ C∞c (Rn) with the following properties:

ϕ1(x) =
{

1 x ∈ Ωµ/2,
0 x ∈ Ωη \ Ωµ,

ϕ2(x) = 1− ϕ1(x),

and let ϕ1 be monotonic on Ωµ \Ωµ/2. By forming a smooth partition of unity, we split the function
g into two parts:

g = (ϕ1 + ϕ2) g = ϕ1 g + ϕ2 g =: g1 + g2,

where supp(g1) = Ωµ ⊂ Ωη, which implies that g1 ∈ Uη, and supp(g2) = Ωη \ Ωµ/2; see Figure 4.
Accordingly, we can split the integral on the left hand side of the inequality in (37) into two parts
and using the triangular inequality write:

I :=
∣∣∣∣∫

Rn
xβ g eiΨ/ε dx

∣∣∣∣ ≤
∣∣∣∣∣
∫

Ωµ
xβ g1 e

iΨ/ε dx
∣∣∣∣∣+

∣∣∣∣∣
∫

Ωη\Ωµ/2
xβ g2 e

iΨ/ε dx
∣∣∣∣∣ =: I1 + I2.
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Figure 4: A one-dimensional schematic representation of partitioning the function g.

We first estimate I1. We recall Lemma 5 and write

I1 ≤ C ε
n+|β|

2 e−
δ
ε
|∆q|2 ≤ C ε

n+|β|
2 .

We note that the constant C may depend on (n,β), but is independent of y and ε. This proves the
needed estimate for I1 for the case K = 0 as well as the case K > 0 when z = z′. Therefore, in the
remainder of the proof we will consider the case K 6= 0 and z 6= z′.
From (P6), since µ and θ are small enough, there exists a constant C > 0 such that infx∈Ωµ |∇Ψ| ≥
C|z− z′| > 0. Since the gradient of Ψ does not vanish, we employ the non-stationary phase lemma
(see [10]). Since g1 ∈ Uµ we get

I1 ≤ CK εK
∑
|m|≤K

∫
Ωµ

|∂m
x (xβ g1)|
|∇Ψ|2K−|m| e

−Im Ψ/ε dx

≤ CK εK
∑
|m|≤K

|z− z′||m|−2K
∫

Ωµ
|∂m

x (xβ g1)| e−Im Ψ/ε dx︸ ︷︷ ︸
(∗)

,

where we used (P6). Employing the general Leibniz rule, (∗) can be estimated as

(∗) ≤ C
∑

m1+m2=m
m1≤β

∫
Ωµ
|∂m1

x xβ| |∂m2
x g1| e−Im Ψ/ε dx

≤ C
∑

m1+m2=m
m1≤β

∫
Ωµ
|x||β|−|m1| e−Im Ψ/ε dx,

where the last inequality follows because g1 has bounded derivatives with respect to x, independent
of y and ε, which is a consequence of (A4) and the smoothness of ϕ1 and g on the compact sets Ωµ

and Ωη, respectively. Using (P4) and (35), we have∫
Ωµ
|x||β|−|m1| e−Im Ψ/ε dx ≤ e− δε |∆q|2

∫
Ωµ
|x||β|−|m1| e−

δ
ε
|x|2 dx

≤ C ε
n+|β|−|m1|

2 ≤ C ε
n+|β|−|m|

2 ,
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where we used that m1 ≤m and (A5) in the last step. Consequently, we obtain

I1 ≤ CK ε
n+|β|

2
∑
|m|≤K

( |z− z′|√
ε

)|m|−2K
.

Now since when K = 0: I1 ≤ C ε
n+|β|

2 , in the general case of K ≥ 0, we can write

I1 ≤ CK ε
n+|β|

2 min
(

1,
∑
|m|≤K

( |z− z′|√
ε

)|m|−2K)
.

Since for positive numbers a, b, c > 0, the following inequalities hold:

min(a, b+ c) ≤ min(a, b) + min(a, c) and min(1, 1/a) ≤ 2/(1 + a),

then
I1 ≤ CK ε

n+|β|
2

∑
|m|≤K

2

1 +
(
|z−z′|√

ε

)2K−|m| ≤ CK ε
n+|β|

2
1

1 +
(
|z−z′|√

ε

)K .

It remains to show that I2 can be estimated in a similar way. By (P4) and since g2 is uniformly
bounded in y and by (A4), we have

I2 ≤ C e−
δ
ε
|∆q|2

∫
Ωη\Ωµ/2

|x||β| e− δε |x|2 dx

= C e−
δ

2ε |∆q|2
∫

Ωη\Ωµ/2
|x||β| e− δ

2ε (|x|2+|∆q|2)e−
δ

2ε |x|
2
dx

≤ C
∫

Ωη\Ωµ/2
|x||β|e− δ

4ε (|x+∆q|2+|x−∆q|2)e−
δ

2ε |x|
2
dx,

where the last inequality follows from |x|2 + |∆q|2 = |x + ∆q|2/2 + |x−∆q|2/2 and e−
δ

2ε |∆q|2 ≤ 1.
Since on Ωη \ Ωµ/2, at least one of the following inequalities holds:

|x + ∆q| > µ or |x−∆q| > µ or |x±∆q| > µ,

we have
I2 ≤ Ce−

δ
4ε µ

2
∫

Ωη\Ωµ/2
|x||β|e− δ

2ε |x|
2
dx.

From (35), this yields
I2 ≤ Ce−

δ
4ε µ

2
ε
|β|+n

2 ≤ Cs εs, ∀s > 0.
This means that I2 is of order O(ε∞). Let us find s such that I2 satisfies the estimate (37). We have

I2 ≤ Cs εs ≤ Cs εs
1 + diam(K0)K

εK/2 + diam(K0)K
= Cs ε

s−K/2 1 + diam(K0)K

1 +
(

diam(K0)√
ε

)K ,
where diam(K0) <∞ denotes the diameter of K0, which is finite since K0 is compact (see (A2)). As
|z− z′| ≤ diam(K0), we get

I2 ≤ C̃s
εs−K/2

1 +
(
|z−z′|√

ε

)K ,
so we have the same estimate as (37) if we take s = (K + n + |β|)/2. The proof of Lemma 6 is
complete.
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5.4 Proof of Theorem 1

Let us recall the form of ∂σyQεGB(y) in (26). We express ∂σy Iε(y; z, z′) from Proposition 3 and estimate
|∂σyQεGB(y)|, dropping the T -argument, as∣∣∣∂σyQεGB(y)

∣∣∣ ≤ ( 1
2πε

)n
sup

z′∈K0

∫
K0

∣∣∣∂σy Iε(y; z, z′)
∣∣∣ dz

≤
( 1

2πε

)n
sup

z′∈K0

2(dk/2e−1)∑
j=−|σ|

(|σ|+2)(k−1)−2j∑
|α+β|=max(−2j,0)

εj
∫
K0
|z− z′||α|

∣∣∣∣∫
Rn

xβ bj,α,β,σ(x,y; z, z′) eiΨ/ε dx
∣∣∣∣ dz.︸ ︷︷ ︸

(∗)

(38)

To begin with (∗), let us first divide the set K0 × K0 into two sets: the non-caustic region where
|∆q| ≥ θ|z − z′| and the caustic region where |∆q| < θ|z − z′|, for small enough θ in the sense of
(P6).

1. Non-caustic region |∆q| ≥ θ|z− z′|.
The function bj,α,β,σ in (38) belongs to Uη and we can apply the results of Lemma 5. Then (∗)
reads: ∫

K0
|z− z′||α|

∣∣∣∣∫
Rn

xβ bj,α,β,σ(x,y; z, z′) eiΨ/ε dx
∣∣∣∣ dz

≤ Cε
n+|β|

2

∫
K0
|z− z′||α|e−δ|∆q|2/εdz

≤ Cε
n+|β|

2

∫
K0
|z− z′||α|e−δθ2|z−z′|2/εdz ≤ Cε

n+|β|
2 ε

n+|α|
2 ,

where we used the fact that |∆q| ≥ θ|z − z′| and recalled the Gaussian integral formula (35)
in the last step. Consequently, (38) reduces to

∣∣∣∂σyQεGB(y)
∣∣∣ ≤ Cσ 2(dk/2e−1)∑

j=−|σ|

(|σ|+2)(k−1)−2j∑
|α+β|=max(−2j,0)

εj+
|β|+|α|

2 . (39)

2. Caustic region |∆q| < θ|z− z′|.
Relation (38) fulfills the prerequisites of Lemma 6, hence (∗) reads, for all K ≥ 0,∫

K0
|z− z′||α|

∣∣∣∣∫
Rn

xβ bj,α,β,σ(x,y; z, z′) eiΨ/ε dx
∣∣∣∣ dz

≤ Cε
n+|β|

2

∫
K0

|z− z′||α|
1 + (|z− z′|/√ε)K dz ≤ Cε

n+|β|
2 ε

n+|α|
2

∫
Rn

|t||α|
1 + |t|K dt.

The integral is bounded when K > n+ |α|, hence we arrive at the same conclusion as in (39).

In both the caustic and non-caustic regions, the same inequality has been obtained. The exponent
of ε is always positive as 0 ≤ |α+ β|+ 2j, hence∣∣∣∂σyQεGB(y)

∣∣∣ ≤ Cσ,
which concludes the proof of Theorem 1.
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